Geometric conditions are known under which a closed face of a compact convex set is a peak set with respect to the space of continuous affine (real-valued) functions. The purpose of this note is to give an application of this "abstract-geometric" set-up to the problem of finding peak sets (or points) in a compact Hausdorff space with respect to a closed subspace of continuous complex-valued functions. In this fashion we obtain the strong hull criteria of Curtis and Figa-Talamanca and in particular the Bishop peak point theorem for function algebras.
Let X be a compact convex subset of a Hausdorff locally convex space and let AiX) denote the space of continuous real-valued affine functions on X. Then AiX) is a Banach space under the supremum norm. We make the usual identification of X with the set of positive normalized functionals in AiX)* with the weak* topology. If P is a closed face of X we say X is decomposable at P under/ [2 ] if fEA (X) ** such that/ is identically zero on the weak* closed linear span of Pand X = conv(F VJ [x E X'.f(x) ^ l}).
We say P is an 74) peak face of X (within G/s) il for any Gt set G in X containing F there is a nonnegative hEAiX) such that FE {xEX:hix) =0)C& Our basic tool in what follows is the fact that if X is decomposable at F then P is an iA) peak face of X (within G/s) [l] .
Let fi be a compact Hausdorff space and let Af be a uniformly closed separating subspace of continuous complex-valued functions (including the constants).
Let X be the state space of M, i.e., X = {x£M*:||x|| =1 = (1, x)}. Then X is compact and convex in the weak* topology. If ext X denotes the set of extreme points of X then fi is homeomorphic For each f EM let 6fEA(Z) be defined by */(*) = Retf, i>.
Then Bf(-iz) = Re(f, -iz) = Im(f, z). Since the range of 8 is always dense this shows 6 is onto.
We shall say the closed face F of X is an (M) peak face (within Gi's) ii ior each Gs set G in X containing P there is an fEM such that ||/||= land FE {xEX:f(x) = 1} C {xEX:\f(x)\ =l|CG.
Theorem 2. 7/ F is a closed face of X such that Z is decomposable at conv(F{J-iF) then Fis an (M) peak face of X (within Gs's).
Proof. If G is a Gs of X containing F then by Proposition 1 there is an hEM such that 0 g 6h g V2/2 on Z, 6h = 0 on conw(F VJ -i/?), 0 <Bh on Z\conv(G W -iG).
Keeping in mind that 6h(-iz) = lm(h, z) these properties say that (1) h(X) is contained in the square inscribed in the first quadrant of the unit disk.
(2) h(F)={0}, (3) if xEX\G then Re(h, x), Im(ft, x)>0. Thus l-e-irlihEM is easily seen to be a function of the required type.
Let F be a closed subset of Q and let PJ-= {fEM:f=0 on p}. Let N^F-*--1-be the polar of P1 in M* and let F = NC\X.
Following Curtis and Figa-Talamanca
[4] we say F is a strong hull if there is an r>0 such that for any neighborhood V of F and any e>0 there is an fEM such that /=0 onP, \f(y)-l\<e for y £ 0\F, ll/H g r.
Let F be a strong hull. Then for any x£fi\P we have <pxEX\F and hence if F is an (Af) peak face of X then P is a peak set of fi. Finally suppose 0<^(7) <1 and let " = (l/ay(G))uy\a.
Then v is a probability measure on G and hence there is xEG such that h(x)=fhdv for all hEA(Z). Let
Then 77 is a probability measure on Z such that 77(G) =0. Hence r\=T]z for some zEZ such that &o(z) = 1. (x) ). Corollary 7. If Mis an algebra and xEB then {x} is a strong hull and hence a peak point of M (within G/s).
